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Compare at. We make sure we hit our target horsepower and proper torque with every crate
engine. We use an advanced computerized balancer to get our rotating assemblies within two
grams, ensuring silky smooth power over the entire RPM range. That's precisely why our
engines sound and run better than our competitors. A Comprehensive, dyno-generated printout
showing these critical specs will accompany your delivered engine. No more guessing or
wondering what your installed engine's real-world peak horsepower and torque ratings actually
are. Any doubters in the crowd? Simply flash 'em your dyno results! Recommended Fuel: 91
Octane. The satisfaction of our customers is our highest priority at BluePrint Engines. We use
quality components to balance your engine's rotating assembly within two grams of spec. We
dyno test your crate engine and certify that it's ready to deliver horsepower and torque. We give
your BluePrint engine the industry's best-in-class warranty for 30 months or 50, miles â€” with
the extra confidence only BluePrint can provide. Our warranty applies to individual or
professional installations, is fully transferable, and covers engines worldwide. A bronze
distributor gear is NOT recommended on this engine Engine requires a standard v-belt rotation
water pump and belt system. This engine is not compatible with factory fuel injection. Your
BluePrint engine was dyno tested with the parts and specifications listed below. If you prefer to
install a different part, your engine may not produce the horsepower recorded on your dyno
sheet. Click here to download a copy of the Installation Guide that came with your BluePrint
engine. Sales: Service: Sales: Service: Contact us. Hand picked seasoned block Square and
parallel decked Align honed main bearing bore Cylinders honed on computer controlled
machine to within. Cam Specs: Cam Type: Roller. Valve covers Painted oil pan Brass freeze
plugs Dyno test results shipped with engine. Notes: Not for use in pollution controlled vehicles.
Engine timing cover is designed for standard rotation water pump ONLY. Default Title - Sold
Out. Customer Reviews Based on 5 reviews Write a review. It has bad vacuum, you need a
stupid converter or a clutch and deep gears to operate it on the street, and it spits and wiggles
like a basket full of baby vipers. But we can't stop winking at it. We love this little engine and its
brutal veneer, even though there isn't a machinist in the country who is going to touch the
short-block with a foot dial indicator. It's just too far out on the edge. This engine would be
loads of fun in a geared Maverick or a Mustang four-speed with a gutted interior bang-shifted at
7, Way back in the Nov. The engine would have done a lot better with a roller stick and more
compression, since the combo only netted us around 7. Still, the engine was an excellent
example of a low-buck street combo that would have run happily for a long time on the worst
sluice-water gasoline imaginable. We lied to ourselves and pretended to be happy with it. When
we asked what you, the reader, thought, you told us, rather loudly, to see just how far we could
go with the stock short-block, and you didn't care if we blew something off in the process. Gee,
thanks. We flipped through the JE catalog and found a set of off-the-shelf forged pop-up pistons
that were designed to build Visions of another hp gain with a really radical, solid, flat-tappet
cam for some serious noise drugged the brain hamster. How could we not do this? Dude, what
would you do? Our U-joints are done for. Peak torque is at 5, rpm. The engine is still making
power at 7, rpm, and you can't see it but the engine only made 6 inches of vacuum and wouldn't
idle below 1, rpm. Close Ad. Douglas Glad writer The Invisible Hand photographer. RPM TQ HP
4, 4, 4, 4, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 6, 6, 6, 6, 6, 6, 6, 6, 6, 6, 7, 7, 7, 7, 7, 7, Share on Facebook Share
on Twitter. There is an old saying that states there is no replacement for displacement. Basically
this boils down to the simple fact that bigger motors make more power than smaller ones. While
this seems logical on the surface, there are a number of considerations when comparing two
motors of different displacements. To facilitate the change in displacement, other changes will
be necessary that may or may not ultimately affect the outcome. Things like changes in bore
and stroke, which alter the bore-to-stroke and rod-to-stroke ratios, can affect the power curve
irrespective of the change in displacement. The same can be said for compression ratio, or the
changes in piston design or combustion chamber size, to achieve the same static compression.
Even the cam timing, head flow, and induction system will operate differently on motors of
differing displacements. Thus the change in cubic cinches brings about a whole slew of other
changes that can have a sizable effect on power production. Despite these variables, we
decided to forge ahead and run a test of our own by comparing a to a with identical bolt-on
components. The is one of the most commonly available stroker assemblies currently offered
for the 8. In terms of engine specs, the 5. By comparison, the combines a slightly larger 4.
Traditionally, motors with larger bores relative to stroke are considered better for high-rpm
power, however, proper cam timing, head flow, and the induction system must be chosen to
take advantage of the favorable bore-to-stroke ratio. The stroker assembly also alters the
rod-to-stroke ratio by changing the length of both the connecting rod and stroke. The typical 5.
By contrast, the increases the length of both, with a 3. This drops the rod ratio from 1. Like the
bore-to-stroke ratio, longer rod-to-stroke ratios favor high-rpm power production by minimizing

rod angularity and altering the dwell time at and acceleration rate away from TDC. The simple
change in displacement from a to a has already produced a combination that on paper should
favor power production lower in the rev range than the smaller As we shall see, this trend
continues with cam timing, cylinder head flow, and even the induction system. But first, let's
take a look at what happens to the compression ratio in a stroker. If we're looking to test the
effect of the displacement alone, we need to keep all other variables the same. As we have
already discovered, changing the displacement has altered basic ratios associated with
changing the bore and stroke, but things like heads, cam, and intake can all remain the same.
This is also true of the static compression ratio, though keeping the compression ratio constant
between the two different displacements requires changing either the piston or
combustion-chamber design. There are other ways to alter the static compression ratio, like
changing the deck height how far down the piston is in the hole or head-gasket thickness, but
these have negative side effects as well. For our two test motors, we were looking to keep the
static compression ratio at This required a change in either combustion chamber or piston
volume of roughly 9 cc. Thus, keeping the static compression ratio the same actually meant
altering yet another variable albeit a minor one compared to the change offered by compression
ratio. In the end, we assembled both motors with 4. The reason for the rise in compression in a
stroker that uses the same heads is increased displacement without increasing the combustion
chamber size. So, more air and fuel can be compressed into the same area in the chamber. With
our short-blocks, both sporting 4. To keep things simple, we ran these motors carbureted, and
made sure to choose heads and a cam that are suitable for both. In terms of camshafts,
obviously a stock 5. We went with one of the author's favorite 5. Since displacement tames the
cam timing, this cam was effectively smaller on the than the This means things like idle vacuum
and carburetor signal will be greater in the compared to the , despite sharing the same
camshaft. By contrast, the same cam will make peak power higher in the rev range on the
smaller , all things being equal. As with wilder cam timing, increased displacement can be
combined successfully with cylinder heads featuring increased port volume. We demonstrated
previously that just about any set of aftermarket heads will show marked improvements over
the stock 5. Knowing the production E7TE heads will be a major restriction even on the smaller ,
we chose to top our test motors with a set of Trick Flow Twisted Wedge Track Heat heads. The
Track Heat heads featured full CNC porting to significantly improve the flow rate of the as-cast
heads. Though the peak flow numbers cfm intake, cfm exhaust looked impressive, every bit as
important are the low and mid-lift flow numbers. The cc intake ports are small enough to work
well on the , yet large enough for the Remember, back in , Ford saw fit to top the diminutive
Boss with what were basically Cleveland 4V heads that featured intake port volumes of cc.
Though the Boss was often criticized for offering little or no torque down low, recent testing
demonstrated that it offered every bit as much low-speed torque as the Chevy DZ which ran
significantly small intake ports. We ran heads on a 5. The point here is don't get too wrapped up
in port volumes but do look for a test on that subject in the very near future. To match the
compression ratio on the two motors, we had to run two pair of identical Track Heat heads. The
single difference between the heads is that one set for the featured 66cc combustion chambers,
while the set for the retained the 57cc chambers. The heads were teamed with a dual-plane
Qualifier Plus intake manifold from ProComp. The high-rise aluminum intake features an air gap
that separates the runners to cool the charge air for improved power. Naturally, the jetting was
optimized for each combination. It is worth mentioning that the carburetor size was more than
adequate for both combinations, but care must be taken when comparing major differences in
displacement, as the additional power will require a larger carburetor. It bears mentioning that a
stroker motor may respond to different timing values than the , but both motors ran best with 34
degrees of total timing. Dyno Time First up on the dyno was the Since both the and had run
previously, there was no need for any break-in procedure. After minor jetting and an 8-degree
timing sweep from 28 degrees to 36 degrees , we were rewarded with peak numbers of hp at 6,
rpm and lb-ft at 4, rpm. Torque production exceeded lb-ft from 3, rpm to 6, rpm. We were
thankful the Track Heat heads had plenty of valve spring pressure to allow our hydraulic roller
motors to rev cleanly to 6, rpm. As expected, the offered not just more power, but more power
everywhere, from 3, rpm to 6, rpm, but the power curves deserve further scrutiny. After tuning,
the Note that both of these peaks occurred lower in the rev range than the smaller While the
power curve of the rolled over past 6, rpm, the continued to climb right to 6, rpm. Effectively, the
heads, cam, and intake represented a slightly wilder though still perfectly streetable
combination on the than the larger Before we sign off, let's take a closer look at the results and
apply some simple math to see how the really compared to the smaller Simple math tells us that
the produced a specific output of 1. By contrast, the checked in at a slightly lower 1. Why the
drop in specific output despite the increase in peak power? The culprit is probably the

camshaft. The XEHR was an excellent choice who would argue with hp from their ? The requires
cam timing that will allow it to produce peak power near 6, rpm like the If the matched the
specific output of the , you'd be looking at hp. The benefit of running the XEHR cam in the larger
is of course improved idle quality and driveability, though it works great even in a
low-compression supercharged Though the lost out to the in terms of horsepower per cubic
inch, it fared much better in the torque department. Producing lb-ft, the checked in at 1. The
reason the specific torque production was so much closer was that the milder cam timing did
not hurt the to the same extent lower in the rev range, where peak torque occurs. In fact, the
matched the specific torque output of the smaller up to roughly 4, rpm, where the relatively
milder cam timing started to make itself known. It must also be pointed out that the dual-plane
intake will alter the effective operating range of the motor when the displacement changes.
Having exceeded hp with this ProComp manifold, we know it offers the airflow necessary for
our combos, but the combination of runner length and cross section were tuned to a specific
operating range based to some extent on the displacement of the motor. This test once again
proved the old adage that bigger really is better, but so too did it illustrate that bigger motors
actually need bigger cams, heads and intake manifolds to maintain a specific output. The choice
as always comes down to where in the rpm range you want your power to be. Effect Of
Displacement: Vs. The power numbers demonstrated that the offers more power throughout the
tested rev range. The produced hp and lb-ft of torque, compare
peugeot 206 drop links
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d to hp and lb-ft for the Despite the lower peak numbers, the smaller was king in terms of
specific output, with 1. The actually matched the specific output of the up to 4, rpm, but requires
slightly wilder cam timing to escalate the power production higher in the rev range. Prepping a
Mustang 6R80 Automatic Transmission for 1, horsepower. Installing a GripTech Pulley on a
Vortech-supercharged Mustang eliminates belt slip and adds boost. Ever wondered what it was
like to strap in next to a drifting star as he slides around the track in a 1,horsepower Mustang?
This is what it is likeâ€¦. We apologize for this inconvenience and encourage you to visit
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